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Technical Committees
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Membership & Image

IEEE Chapters
IEEE Publications
Global Engagement Through Local Chapters

Region 1-7
131 chapters
(19,948 members)
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48 chapters
(5,714 members)

Region 9
36 chapters
(3,564 members)
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Over 38,600 members from 150 countries

260 Chapters and 421 Student Chapters: PES Chapters are a great way to plug in to the society in most parts of the world and get involved.

PES Conferences Originating in China

The 3rd IEEE Conference on Energy Internet and Energy System Integration

iSPEC 2019
IEEE Sustainable Power & Energy Conference
Grid Modernization for Energy Revolution
PES Women in Power Program

Fostering a more diverse leadership by supporting the career advancement, networking and education of women in the energy industry

Get involved. Visit: pes-women-in-power.org
Sponsoring, mentoring and networking opportunities for over 9,000 PES-YP members worldwide

21 Committee members and Regional Reps across the world to support PES members

For more information visit: sites.ieee.org/pes-yp

#Milestelfies Photo Contest
- Win Smart Watch
- Entries accepted through Sept. 15

Annual PES-Day Global events
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